Christison was of course on the academic side in the quarrel with the councillors.
aristocratic instinct alike, he disapproved of the interference of the respectable but unenlightened citizen in matters which he held to be beyond his ken. The descendant of the land and sea rovers could sympathise with many things, but not with the tradesman's spirit that preserved an impartial ignorance of the acquirements of the several candidates for a university chair, but voted for one or another at the bidding of "a lady that had given him a good job." Christison would not have said, as an English herald did when asked to tell the arms of a benefactor to a public institution, " Mr.
had no arms ; he was not a gentleman, but an alderman ;" but he had something of the spirit of the herald in his soul. Thus he toiled and fought ceaselessly to have the privileges of the municipality in this respect taken away from them, and never rested till they were first abrogated, and finally, by the Universities Act of 1858, wholly withdrawn.
At To improve the careless way in which these inquiries were conducted at the time, Christison drew up, at the request of the Lord Advocate, a set of rules for future guidance. This is still in use, and it contains notes on certain points which the inexperienced are unlikely to note, and whose significance they mistake. For example: The slight differences that exist between injuries inflicted before death and after ; and the apparent similarity between these and the pseudo-morbid appearances due to natural causes after death. Again, he drew attention to the necessity for observing every characteristic of wounds, especially wounds caused by cutting or puncture. Their seat, form, size, edges, direction, the organs traversed, foreign bodies found in or near them, the loss of blood indicated by them?all help to tell the weapon employed, the force necessary, the manner of striking, the relative positions of assailant or assailed, the occupation of the assailant, even the very person guilty ; or if suicide is the only explanation. Still, the point on which he sought assurance was settled? that the principal action of the poisonous principle of the bean (strychnine) was that of depressing, and in fatal cases paralysing the heart. Among other contributions to toxicology, Christison was the first to draw attention to digitaline, the active principle of foxglove. He also devoted some attention to hemlock and its principle, conine; coming to the conclusion that the tradition which assigned it as the instrument of Socrates' death was false.
( To be continued.)
